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‘The Backward Look’: Frank o’connor

reading Joyce regressiveLy

Frank o’connor (1903–66), a leading mid-century irish short-story writer,
translator (from irish), and novelist as well as an internationally appreciated
literary critic, devoted more attention than most of his peers to Joyce’s
writings. several volumes in o’connor’s personal library provide evidence
of his ongoing engagement with Joyce’s primary texts and with Joyce
criticism. in addition to editions of Joyce’s works (including a sparsely
annotated Finnegans Wake), he had a well-thumbed copy of herbert gorman’s
James Joyce: A Definitive Biography, which he appears to have been given by or
to have borrowed from Francis McManus, whose name and address are
handwritten on the first page.1 he also had a copy of stanislaus Joyce’s My

Brother’s Keeper,2 Jean Paris’s James Joyce par lui même,3 and richard ellmann’s
original James Joyce (with the dedication ‘To Michael with old affection dick’,
dated 7 october 1965).4 however, even if he took Joyce’s fiction seriously over
five decades, his opinions became more negative over time and, like most irish
writers, he was critical of what carol Taaffe called ‘the accumulating mass of
academic criticism on Joyce’ and saw it as ‘an indictment of his literary
methods’.5 The mere fact that Joyce had many commentators was no
guarantee of clarity because, with his collaborating critics, such as stuart
gilbert, ‘like other exhibitionists, Joyce not only reveals but conceals’.6 in
o’connor’s opinion, despite having ‘Boswells galore … the commentaries are
not always accurate because Joyce had a mania for mystification, and he even
amused himself by mystifying those he enlightened’ (Backward Look, p. 309).
in his 1964 ‘introduction’ to an american edition of A Portrait, he focused on
the word ‘analysed’ and claimed ‘the very word is like a knell’: 

why should a work of art have to be subjected to analysis? and where
is the Joyce whom stanislaus knew and who cared deeply about the
things stanislaus and myself and so many others cared about and who
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never grew up?7

From someone who wrote several books of literary criticism this is a
somewhat ingenuous objection. although o’connor initially praised Joyce in
the Irish Statesman for his ‘tirelessness’ and ‘relentlessness’ in not becoming
‘an imitator of himself’ and argued that he had ‘kept for himself a place among
the greatest in literature today’,8 o’connor’s enthusiasm soon turned cold.
even when offering praise, he rarely failed also to find fault with Joyce’s
works and ultimately he had little time for the ‘arrogant’9 man whom he met
just once on ‘a youthful pilgrimage’ to Paris in 1927 (‘introduction’, p. 183). 

This essay will not offer a chronological examination of his contributions
to Joyce criticism but will focus rather on key elements that o’connor
reiterated with varying degrees of emphasis in reviews, introductions, radio
broadcasts, book chapters, and even on a long-playing record about Joyce’s
life and works which was released in 1958.10 why was o’connor
predominantly negative when it came to such an illustrious fellow
countryman as Joyce? his BBc radio account of his single encounter with
Joyce in Paris provides a lead. when he was about to leave Joyce’s apartment,
o’connor noticed a small print of cork’s river Lee: 

i put my hand on it and said ‘that’s rather nice, what’s that?’ and Joyce
said, ‘that’s cork’, and i said , ‘yes, yes! i know it’s cork but what’s the
frame made of?’ and Joyce said, ‘that’s cork’. Then he said, ‘i had great
trouble getting the French frame makers to make it, they said they never
made a frame of cork before’. i felt a little bit dizzy after that and it
struck me that the man was suffering slightly from associative mania.11

as he later recalled, the ‘main significance of that silly little anecdote relates
to myself, for after that i began to see cork frames all over Joyce’s work. …
Finnegans Wake was the first book of his i lost interest in, because, though i
knew it much better than those who criticized it, i always had a lingering
doubt whether what i was defending was really supreme artistry or plain
associative mania’ (‘introduction’, p. 184). Presumably, o’connor intends that
he ‘was defending’ Joyce’s work in conversation because there is precious
little evidence of any sustained written defence of the Wake in his many
writings. The label of ‘associative mania’ with its echo of a presumed
psychological condition suggests that o’connor was somewhat lacking in a
sense of humour but it also, by his own admission, ‘proved a valuable key in
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my efforts to understand his work’.12 he had used the phrase in one of his
earliest published pieces on Joyce, a review of the 1929 collection of critical
essays on Finnegans Wake, Our Exagmination Round His Factification for

Incamination of Work in Progress.13 rather than devote much time to the essays
of Joyce’s early critical disciples, o’connor engages in an unforgiving review
of the author’s entire output up to that point. he discusses how Joyce’s
‘almost entirely associative’ use of language in what was still Work in Progress

is ‘the reader’s first and greatest stumbling block’. The text that would become
Finnegans Wake ‘contains’, in his view, ‘a vast amount of dead wood’ and
becomes the prism which forms and distorts o’connor’s backward-looking or
anti-chronological readings of Joyce’s entire output. in a chapter entitled
‘Joyce and the dissociated Metaphor’ in his 1956 book, The Mirror in the

Roadway, o’connor informs his readers that ‘Proust and Joyce were the heroes
of my youth, but while Proust’s work has continued to grow on me, Joyce’s
has lost its charm. The reason may be that i know too much about it. The
reason for that may be that there is far too much to know’ (Mirror in the

Roadway, p. 295). ambivalent at best about the linguistic experimentation and
the modernist pyrotechnics of the Wake, o’connor can no longer see past it to
the earlier works and read them on their own terms. it is as if they have been
retrospectively polluted: 

Later, i stopped rereading great chunks of Ulysses which had always
bored me – the parodies, the chapter of errors, the scientific catechism
– till i was left with only 25 per cent of the book and had to admit that
Joyce not only had no sense of organic design but – what was much
worse – no vision of human life that had developed beyond the age of
twenty-one.14

o’connor allowed his dislike for Joyce’s last work to colour his judgement of
all of the earlier texts which he had previously praised but now re-evaluated
more negatively as the products of a writer who had failed to mature. if this
is not the case, then it is hard to say what lay at the base of o’connor’s
growing impatience and antipathy towards Joyce. other factors, however,
may have weighed in. among them, there is the odd hint of a cork-dublin
and a rural-urban rivalry (in his ‘introduction to A Portrait’, he would write
with some exasperation: ‘it is much more ironic that a country whose capital
was a provincial hole like dublin should have produced the masterpieces of
urban literature’; Backward Look, p. 196). Joyce’s exile, his singular focus on his
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writing, and his relative wealth and celebrity during his Paris years might all
have grated on o’connor, who eked out a living from reviewing, radio
broadcasting, journalism, and later teaching.15 But these issues, ultimately, are
not what fuelled o’connor’s views. The root of his rejection of Joyce lay in his
dismay with the modernist aesthetic that he felt he embodied and symbolized
and an impatience with what he saw as the habit of the insecure irish writer
inevitably to look inward, to focus on himself to an exaggerated degree. Thus
Joyce’s later work was not only the ultimate extreme of the modernist impulse
but also ‘the culminating point of irish literary egotism’.16 in his BBc talk on
Joyce, o’connor claims: 

‘The British’ have an historical background they can take for granted,
and a social system that draws them out of themselves and licks them
into shape. in ireland you can never forget the absence of these two
things. whenever a young man or woman has any brains, he does not
find anything to draw his imagination outward. it all sinks back into
himself again and he becomes subjective. … you can almost always
identify an irish writer by the monstrous development of his natural
egotism.17

and so Joyce, in whom ‘ireland found its greatest artist’ (‘Third Period’, p.
114), had essentially lost the run of himself and irish writers should reject him
as a model because his writing could only lead into a cul-de-sac of self-
centredness. revealingly, while commenting on his contemporary, c.P. snow,
in The Backward Look, o’connor wrote: ‘one of his critics has complained
bitterly that snow, instead of leading the novel forward from Joyce, is
attempting to bring it back to Trollope — a position that i fancy snow himself
would be very pleased to maintain. nobody, i trust, is proposing to continue
the process illustrated in Finnegans Wake’ (Backward Look, p. 313). one gets the
impression that o’connor would have been happy to return the novel to what
he saw as its heyday in the mid-nineteenth century. This is, after all, the man
who, only half in jest, told william Maxwell, his editor at The New Yorker,
‘novels were written exclusively by Jane austen and Turgenev, and the secret
died with them.’18

it might also be pointed out that in many ways o’connor’s reference to
‘natural egotism’ was rich from a man who was hardly a shrinking violet
when it came to asserting his own literary importance. in ‘The Future of irish
Literature’ (1942), he very directly places himself and seán Ó Faoláin as the
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key figures in irish writing in the thirties and forties: ‘when o’Faolain and i
began to write it was with some idea of replacing the subjective, idealistic,
romantic literature of yeats, Lady gregory, and synge by one modelled on the
russian novelists’. This leaves little doubt about his opinion of his own
importance (and conveniently by-passes the work of Joyce and other novelists
and short story writers in the irish tradition).19 as carol Taaffe has observed,
Myles na gopaleen was not alone in noting ‘the whiff of self-promotion in the
piece’.20 Myles rarely lost an opportunity to challenge the self-importance of
o’connor and Ó Faoláin and their sense of self-appointed destiny, as in this
typically ironic comment: ‘readers will be familiar with the two names Frank
o’connor and sean o’Faolain, gentlemen born in cork under the sign gemini
and upon whom in later days were to fall respectively the mantles of yeats
and Joyce’.21 Be that as it may, for o’connor Finnegans Wake was the foremost
example of how the modernist novel had got lost as a result of its author’s
egotism. Beyond it there is only ‘the asylum; behind, a long, long way behind,
is the reality to which our younger writers must sooner or later retrace their
steps’ (‘Third Period’, p. 114). 

More than anything else, o’connor’s difficulty centred around questions
of style or rather his belief that Joyce was consumed with style over all other
elements in his fiction. o’connor viewedrealism as the most worthwhile and
appropriate genre for the (irish) fiction writer and lamented what he saw as
a decline introduced by nineteenth-century figures such as henry James and
Flaubert, and intensified by Joyce himself. all three were ‘great literary men’
who ‘loved literature too well; who cared more for its form than its content
and adopted toward it the fetishistic attitude of impoverished old maids
inheriting ancestral mansions.’ in their excesses, they wrote not wisely but too
well and failed to win over the ‘common reader’ (Mirror in the Roadway , pp.
224–5). he elsewhere coupled Joyce with Proust, gide, Lawrence, Forster,
Mann, and woolf (Mirror in the Roadway, p. 270), all of whom incarnated the
worst excesses of a wrong-headed and elitist modernism. none of these
authors truly wrote novels. instead they ‘wrote autobiography more or less
thinly disguised as fiction’, (a claim which could well be turned against
o’connor’s own short stories which repeatedly drew on his own life, on his
hugely deprived formative childhood years in cork, and on his troubled
adolescence and young adulthood during the horrors of the war of
independence and the civil war). Joyce and his fellow modernists were
literary irregulars but they were also, o’connor suggests, sexual deviants:
‘none of them seems to have been sexually normal. all fell deeply under the
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influence of their mothers; gide and Proust remained homosexual for their
entire lives’, while ‘Joyce’s work covers practically every form of sexual
deviation’ (Mirror in the Roadway , p. 270). (The charge of falling under the
influence of their mothers is another that could be brought against o’connor
but that would be an argument for another essay).

even the relatively straightforward stories of Dubliners win only qualified
praise from a writer whose own short stories owe much to Joyce’s seminal
collection and to his use of the epiphany. in his 1937 piece on Joyce and
Lawrence, written for radio Éireann, but never broadcast, and published in
The Irish Times, o’connor describes Dubliners as ‘the last word in cold reason;
anything less mystic it would be hard to imagine’ but also as a ‘genuine piece
of exploration’, an important urban text — ‘the first portrayal in literature of
everyday life in irish cities’.22 his enthusiasm had cooled by the time he
tackled the text in his influential work on the short story, The Lonely Voice. here
o’connor claims that Joyce was ‘fortunate in having escaped from the
necessity of publishing either his collected or selected stories’,23 by having
abandoned the short story form after Dubliners, which thus remained a unified
entity. This leads o’connor to the rather ungenerous comment that ‘its
uniqueness is one reason for its continuing reputation’ (Lonely Voice, p. 113).
in o’connor’s view, Joyce’s great error was to abandon the short story form
while, among other things, persisting with poetry even if ‘he was a much
better storyteller than a poet’ (Lonely Voice, p. 113). having described Joyce’s
early stories as ‘autobiographical fragments from early boyhood’, he then
claims, rather unconvincingly and against the textual evidence, that ‘any of
them could easily have been included in the autobiographical novel, A

Portrait’ if they ‘are not actually fragments from the early draft of this known
as Stephen Hero’ (Lonely Voice, pp. 114–15). For o’connor, ‘the stories are
interesting for their style’ which he sees as a mix of Pater and Flaubert and
‘highly pictorial’ (Lonely Voice, p. 115). o’connor rephrased and reiterated this
reading in The Backward Look describing how ‘Two gallants’ is written in ‘an
entirely new style. This is certainly influenced by Flaubert and Pater, but it is
more deliberate and self-conscious than anything they attempted’ (Backward

Look, p. 199). in The Lonely Voice, he accuses Joyce of having ‘intended to
exclude the reader from the action and instead to present him with a series of
images of the events described’ (Lonely Voice, p. 115). empathy on the part of
the reader is not among Joyce’s aims: ‘Understanding, indignation, or
compassion, which involve us in the action and make us see it in terms of our
own character and experience, are not called for’ (Lonely Voice, p. 115). 
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somewhat contradictorily, o’connor admires the manner in which Joyce
sees the world from the point of view of the young boy narrator in ‘araby’. he
also appreciates ‘the lack of punctuation’ and the calculated accumulation of
adjectives (Lonely Voice, p. 116), and admires Joyce’s use of words ‘as they had
not been used before in english’. he immediately qualifies this praise with
the disclaimer: ‘except by Pater’ (Lonely Voice, p. 116). This only partially takes
away from his appreciation of Joyce’s effort ‘not to describe an experience,
but so far as possible to duplicate it’. The ‘result is that reading a story like
“araby” is less like one’s experience of reading than one’s experience of
glancing through a beautifully illustrated book’ (Lonely Voice, pp. 116–17). The
middle stories are quite different; they are ‘very harsh naturalistic stories
about dublin middle-class life either in the form of mock-heroic comedy or
that of antithesis. … They are ugly little stories, however you regard them’
(Lonely Voice, p. 117).24 o’connor wants to have it both ways and takes issue
with what he sees as the pictorially beautiful early stories and the ugliness of
the mock-heroic middle ones. his next observation is perhaps his most famous
on Joyce. he praises the manner in which the early stories of Dubliners achieve
‘the re-creation of a whole submerged population’ and thus ‘prove that Joyce
was at the time a genuine storyteller with a unique personal vision’ (Lonely

Voice, p. 117). he closely examines Joyce’s care with word choice and position,
his use of Flaubert’s ‘proper word’, and claims that Joyce is ‘insisting that we
shall feel it as he felt it by a deliberate though carefully concealed juxtaposition
of key words’ ((Lonely Voice, p. 119). Thus empathy is channelled through
Joyce himself and direct identification with his characters is sacrificed for
connection between author and reader. Later, in The Mirror in the Roadway,
o’connor returns to closely examine Joyce’s repetition of key words and
admits to having ‘the impression that Joyce wrote with a list of a couple of
hundred words before him, each representing some association, and that at
intervals the words were dropped in, like currants in a cake and a handful at
a time, so that their presence would be felt rather than identified’ (Mirror in the

Roadway, p. 303).
of the final stories, o’connor sees ‘ivy day’ and ‘grace’ as being ‘in the

mock-heroic manner’. The popping of the three corks from the stout bottles in
‘ivy day’ represents ‘the three volleys over the hero’s grave and the lament is
the pinchbeck substitute for a dead march. This is the mock-heroic at its poke-
faced deadliest’ (Lonely Voice, p. 120). These latter, he asserts, are stories that
unlike the earlier ones could not have been accommodated within A Portrait

and already reveal Joyce’s changing attitude to his material. in ‘ivy day’ ‘as a
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storyteller Joyce has reached a parting of the ways; he has excluded certain
material from his stories. in doing so, he has made a mistake that is fatal to the
storyteller. he has deprived his submerged population of autonomy’ and, as
a result, looks on his characters with condescension (Lonely Voice, pp. 120–1).
in Towards an Appreciation of Literature, o’connor takes another example from
Joyce’s still controversial short story, ‘an encounter’: 

here two young fellows mitching from school meet a queer man who talks
to them about little girls; goes away, comes back, and talks to them about little
girls again, but in a quite different tone. what he is, and what he has been up
to in the meantime are merely hinted at with a shrug of the shoulders. it is no
business of Joyce’s. ‘here is an episode. This is where it begins; this is where
it ends: now, watch me do it!’25

Joyce, in other words, is detached from his characters, more interested in
polishing his prose and drawing attention to his writerly ability. This is a fatal
error for o’connor who elsewhere wrote that a ‘writer who doesn’t know
how to be unobtrusive doesn’t know how to be anything’.26 in ‘grace’, Joyce
unforgivably makes fun of his characters’ collective ignorance about church
matters: ‘Joyce, the ecclesiastic scholar, the all-but-Jesuit, is in a position to
sneer at them all. gorky, Leskov, or chekhov would not have sneered. Joyce’s
submerged population is no longer being submerged by circumstances but
by Joyce’s own irony’ (Lonely Voice, p. 123). worse, Joyce reduces a biblical
story, retold in middle class dublin terms, to farce. 

‘The dead’ fares little better. o’connor initially admires its complexity but
soon accuses the intricate techniques of undermining the story itself: 

it is easy enough to see from ‘The dead’ why Joyce gave up storytelling.
one of his main passions – the elaboration of style and form – had taken
control, and the short story is too tightly knit to permit expansion like
this. … [h]e had already begun to lose sight of the submerged
population that was his original subject (Lonely Voice, p. 125).

in The Mirror in the Roadway, o’connor attempts to identify ‘a hidden structure
of metaphor’ in the story and claims that the ‘metaphor is unique just because
it is hidden … Joyce’s metaphor resembles the dissociated metaphor of
dreams, which is intended to baffle and deceive the conscious mind’ (Mirror

in the Roadway, p. 299). in ‘The dead’, ‘the process of recollection is
unconscious and is built up of old scraps of metaphor. … it is a beautiful story,
and perhaps here, at any rate, the mysterious effect of dissociated metaphor
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is not out of place, though elsewhere i find it produces something akin to
claustrophobia in me. i long to know how Mr. kernan and Martin
cunningham would really express themselves if released for a few moments
from the need to be so damn metaphorical’ (Mirror in the Roadway, p. 301).

eileen Morgan-Zayachek has argued convincingly for the impact of his
radio work on o’connor’s views on fiction: ‘it was while working at rÉ that
he came to realize that modern fiction’s formal sophistication and detached
perspective had greatly diminished the story’s traditional impact; in his
critical and creative writing, he sought to address and redress this loss’.27 Later,
she writes: 

he found that stories like cervantes’s Don Quixote offered natural
diction, an engaging narrator, and a dramatic storyline, and
consequently possessed exuberance, immediacy, and personality. Thus,
the adjective or designation ‘medieval’ was o’connor’s idealized
antithesis to the losses he associated with modernity. The quintessential
example of these losses, and the best example of fiction’s fate centuries
after the printing press’s invention, was, for o’connor, James Joyce’s
‘The dead’. o’connor’s extended analysis of the story in the Bell article
emphasized how Joyce’s ‘cold and formal’ strategies would never
succeed over the air.28

o’connor objected to the fact that Joyce deferred the telling of Michael Furey’s
death to the climax of the story, ‘baiting the reader with foreshadowing and
subtle allusions, and turning the story into an exclusively cerebral experience’.
in his view, Joyce effectively forced the reader to ‘become . . . [the] storyteller,’
and depended ‘upon the reader’s memory or his willingness to re-read and
study, in order to create a complete work of art in his mind.’29 Joyce’s fault is
to have favoured a symbiosis between author (or narrator) and reader rather
than allow the reader identify with the characters drawn from the ‘submerged
population’. Thus, Joyce is no longer capable of creating characters ‘whose
identity is determined by their circumstances’ and instead uses his characters
as pawns in his other narratorial pursuits (Lonely Voice, pp. 125–6). elsewhere,
he suggests that Joyce (like woolf) was ‘deeply influenced by Freud’ and asks

if there are any characters in the strict meaning of the word; instead the
characters are being adapted to the methods. … when Joyce uses the
word ‘epiphany,’ ‘a showing forth’, for the themes of his own stories, he
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indicates already that the temporal, objective conception of character
no longer exists, and that it can be apprehended only in moments when
it unconsciously betrays itself (Mirror in the Roadway, p. 279).

drawing perhaps on the spirit of his old mentor, daniel corkery,30 o’connor
blames Joyce’s exile, suggesting that his immersion in a new continental
atmosphere caused him to lose his bearings ‘something that is always liable
to happen to the provincial storyteller when you put him into a cosmopolitan
atmosphere’ (Lonely Voice, p. 126). he later restated this view, more positively,
in The Backward Look: ‘Joyce’s retreat to the continent has much about it that
suggests a saint’s retreat to the monastery of some enclosed order, and it fed
in him that element that i have tried to isolate – the element of the would-be
priest. For the later Joyce rhetoric was no longer merely a technical exercise;
it was a sacrament in which the living substance was to be changed into
something different and new’ (Backward Look, p. 202).

By his own admission, o’connor had, as a young man, been hugely
impressed by Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man. in the Irish Times,
he describes it as ‘an imaginative autobiography’ in which the ‘young man
who in Dubliners had walked the streets of dublin with a coldly scientific eye
was revealed  as a nervous tortured soul, crucified by his own human
weaknesses, and by the ugliness of life about him.’31 in The Backward Look, he
credits Joyce with uniquely giving voice to the catholic irish middle classes
whose voice was not heard ‘for thirty years [after Parnell’s death], until James
Joyce wrote ‘ivy day in the committee room’ and the christmas day scene
in A Portrait’ (Backward Look, p. 161). Joyce produced ‘an extreme and fantastic
book, filled with a dangerous sensibility. it was written in tears, and it
appealed to my generation in the same way as goethe’s Werther appealed to
young germans. it made us all self-conscious, emotional, rebellious’ (Backward

Look, p. 161). Many years later, in his ‘introduction’ to the novel he declared
that it ‘should be compulsory reading for every young man and woman’ and
recalled having read it when he was seventeen at University college cork and
that he had ‘felt too strongly that Joyce had understood as no one else seemed
to do the problems of the serious adolescent growing up in squalid
circumstances’ (‘introduction’, p. 183). it is a work that will ‘continue to
influence young people long after the Parnell split and the civil war have been
forgotten, for, like, Dubliners, it is a genuine exploration.’32 despite this, A
Portrait is a work whose power waned and with each re-reading ‘its magic
dwindles’ (‘introduction’, p. 183). ‘Less and less’, o’connor announces
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somewhat bizarrely in what was, after all, an introduction to the novel, ‘do i
hear the echoes of my own tormented youth in cork’. This is partly because
he sees Joyce as a product and perhaps a victim of the very atmosphere of
despondency created by the fall of Parnell that he so well described. Joyce’s
despair, which was ‘the despair of ireland’ produced nothing more than ‘a
violent overweening individualism’, a ‘desire to break forever with the tribe’
rather than a political commitment to reinvent it. o’connor firmly believed
that literature should help shape the new irish state and felt that Joyce’s work
was no longer managing to do so. Thus he found himself left with little choice
than to mourn Joyce’s change of course from being the belated but vital voice
of the catholic nation to being merely a ‘great master of rhetoric’, a technical
magician showing off his many literary devices: 

i have said myself that his work is ‘a rhetorician’s dream’, saying little
more than Joyce himself said to his brother when he told him he was
interested only in style. Joyce believed, as yeats did not, that ‘words
alone are certain good’ and that all that happens to human beings can
be expressed fully in language. This, as we say in ireland, is where the
ferryboat left him, because it can’t. experience, as older people know, is
always drifting into a world where language cannot follow, where, as
Turgenev says, ‘perhaps only music can follow’ (‘introduction’, p. 186).

o’connor leaned towards favouring a narrative style that had as its fulcrum
‘the tone of a man’s voice speaking’ (Lonely Voice, p. 29), and he ultimately
saw Joyce as the producer of ‘mechanistic prose’ (Backward Look, p. 201), a sort
of ventriloquist, a brilliant creator of styles that became more important than
the thematic heft of the writing. 

how did o’connor reach this view? he believed that the golden years of
the novel, especially of the novel in english, were the middle decades of the
nineteenth century. he did not see the rise of naturalism as progress, quite the
contrary. it showed writers almost indiscriminately picking ‘on any aspect of
life which came their way’ (Flaubert famously longed to write a ‘book about
nothing’)33 and failing to assume an adequate moral stance with regard to their
material. Their aim was to ‘paint’ what they saw as brilliantly as they could,
to create ‘art’. often, with meticulous craft, they focused on ordinary or even
lowly people and their debased motives. For o’connor, Flaubert was the
naturalist par excellence. while admiring the visual qualities of Flaubert’s
prose, o’connor continually expresses reservations about his naturalistic
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techniques that distance him from his characters. For the non-French speaker,
the best way ‘to know what sort of writer he [Flaubert] was’ is to study the
effect of his style on the work of Joyce, who, he believed, studied his French
predecessor very closely and was heavily influenced by him.34 in fact, he read
Joyce’s early writings as ‘straightforward imitations of the naturalistic stories
in the manner of Flaubert’ (Appreciation of Literature, p. 51). o’connor cites, by
way of example, the following celebrated sentence from A Portrait of the Artist

as Young Man:

in the soft grey silence he could hear the bump of the balls: and from
here and from there through the quiet air the sound of the cricket bats:
pick, pack, pock, puck: like drops of water in a fountain falling softly in
the brimming bowl (P i.1846–9).

o’connor admires this passage for its sonorous evocation of a sporting scene
but claims that its very power of description cannot conceal its limits.
elsewhere, in The Mirror in the Roadway, he returns to Flaubert as the source
of what he sees as the sometimes ‘inappropriate’ link between style and
content which is particularly noticeable in the work of Joyce (and Faulkner) ‘in
which style ceases to represent a relationship between the author and the
reader and becomes a relationship between author and the object’ (Mirror in

the Roadway, p. 21). Paradoxical though this may seem, it is precisely what
Flaubert meant by le mot juste, and the right word applied to the object is often
neither the word required by the nature of the object nor the word that
conveys that meaning to the reader. it is the word that appeals primarily to the
author. o’connor sees this aspect of Flaubert lurking behind the ‘insufferably
self-conscious’ ‘bird girl’ scene in A Portrait, which, he claims, reads ‘as though
walter Pater had taken to business and commercialized his style for the use of
schools and colleges’ (Mirror in the Roadway, p. 304). This represents the point,
anticipated in Flaubert, at which style ceases to be a relationship between
author and reader and becomes a relationship of a magical kind between
author and object. style is not an attempt at communicating the experience to
the reader, who is supposed to be present only by courtesy, but at equating the
prose with the experience. indeed, it aims at replacing the experience by the
prose (Mirror in the Roadway, p. 304). 

in other words, the prose becomes an end in itself rather than a vehicle
with which to convey an object, a scene, or an emotion to a reader. This, like
almost everything else o’connor writes about both Flaubert and Joyce, shows
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his paradoxical need to both praise and deprecate in the same breath. Flaubert
is brilliantly pictorial but merely pictorial, while Joyce is little more than
brilliantly derivative. o’connor was not alone in his view that Joyce devoted
more importance to style than character, in initially seeking to privilege a
relationship between narrator and reader (rather than between reader and
character), but it is not as if the reader can observe rather than participate in
the author’s representation of an object. 

For o’connor, at the base of the ‘Joyce problem’ is naturalism itself: 

[n]aturalism has one fatal weakness which shows how much it has
derived from a painter’s studio. after you have described a scene as if
it were a leg of mutton, there is quite a lot of loose creative stuff hanging
about in you, and it has a tendency to make the pendulum swing in an
alarming way (Appreciation of Literature, p. 51).

even if naturalistic style is the limpid rendering of a visual scene, a faithful
copying out in prose of what is observed, it can easily spin or descend into
parody, a technique that o’connor sees as one favoured by Joyce. Thus, he
reads A Portrait as a series of parodies of various styles of writing: 

The remarkable thing about it is that it is not all written in one style. in
Joyce’s early work he had shown a remarkable aptitude for copying the
style of another writer, and between the first draft, … and the completed
version he had taken a fancy to write in a succession of styles which
would convey a sense of the change from childhood into boyhood and
adolescence (Appreciation of Literature, p. 52). 

This practice was evidence that Joyce had ceased to care for anything but the
art of writing’ (‘introduction’, p. 184). in his ‘introduction’ to A Portrait,
o’connor strikes a note of regret for a once committed writer, an irish angry
young man who has lost his way: 

There had been another James Joyce, much closer to stanislaus, and
whom only stanislaus remembered – poor, angry and idealistic – and to
him the material had mattered intensely. one can find this earlier Joyce
in Stephen Hero. it is not the style of Stephen Hero that matters, for it has
none; it is the rage, the anguish, the pity, the awkwardness in it
(‘introduction’, pp. 184–5). 
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similarly, in his 1958 LP recording, o’connor prefers the ‘good honest hatred’
of ‘The holy office’ to the subsequent ‘adolescent preoccupation with literary
form and manners’.35

o’connor’s ambivalence is even more pronounced when he tackles
Ulysses. he praises ‘the perfect sense of form, the gorgeous humour’, and sees
Joyce combine elements from Dubliners and A Portrait, but wonders if this
‘marriage’ between them ‘was a real marriage at all’. it is an ‘amazing
conception and an amazing book’, which, he says with regret, ‘began as a
short story for Dubliners and ended as the biggest thing in modern literature’.36

always a fan of ‘the refined and sensitive dedalus’ over ‘the coarse, sensual,
mediocre Bloom’,37 he claims that Bloom does not qualify to be considered as
a member of the victimized underclass that makes up the ‘submerged
population’: ‘he is a man of universal intelligence, capable of meditating quite
lucidly, if irregularly, on an enormous variety of subjects’ (Lonely Voice p. 126).
it is surely a blind spot of o’connor that he fails to notice that Bloom
undermines what he sees as a defining characteristic of the short story as
against the novel: ‘always in the short story there is this sense of outlawed
figures wandering about the fringes of society’. surely Bloom contradicts his
claim that ‘in the short story at its most characteristic’ there is ‘something we
do not find in the novel – an intense awareness of human loneliness’ (Lonely

Voice, p. 19). 
Be that as it may, o’connor sees the opening episodes of Ulysses as ‘the

highest development of Joyce’s peculiar genius, for this lay with the habitual,
the normal, the everyday, and his interest and observation were sustained by
an elaborate system of analogy.’ This very strength exercizes a kind of
paralysis on the book because ‘analogy will not permit of growth or
development, and these have to be foisted artificially onto the book’ (Mirror

in the Roadway, p. 311). Therefore, o’connor asks: 

isn’t Bloom, like so many of the characters in Dubliners, a piece of raw
objectivity, unwarmed by the author’s personality; isn’t stephen
dedalus a narcissus, a human soul which has never been penetrated
by the real world, and brought to laugh at itself and adjust its
impossiblism by outside standards? i do not know; i only feel now that
sometimes i want to kick the too-human Bloom into a semblance of
human dignity, and box the ears of stephen dedalus and make him
think of others’ tragedy beside his own.38
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Ultimately, o’connor accuses Joyce with his ‘cold scientific spirit’ of reducing
his characters to metaphor: ‘From Bloom, who cannot even defecate without
illustrating something, it is only a step to h.c.e., who is merely a metaphor
in the mind of god and has no personal existence. Like the atom bomb, this
can result only in the liquidation of humanity, and humanity has no choice
but to retrace its steps and learn the business of living all over again’ (Mirror

in the Roadway, p. 312).
This language evoking Joyce’s coldness, his alienating modernity,

shows how far o’connor pitched his predecessor beyond the reach of the irish
revival. in o’connor’s view (much in common with that of ernest Boyd and
one of his early maestri, george russell), Joyce was yeats’s inevitable
antithesis. Thus he reads A Portrait as a late response in literature to events of
a previous generation, but it is also something more than that. it is part of an
antithesis that was to develop in modern irish literature between yeats and
Joyce, the idealist and the realist, the countryman and the townsman, the dead
past and the unborn future. it is exemplified in the careers of the two men:
yeats abandoning what could have been a prosperous career in London to
establish his little literary group in ireland; Joyce setting off for exile in Trieste
and Zurich because he will not defer either to the roman catholic church or
the British government (Backward Look, p. 162).

o’connor devotes two chapters of The Backward Look to defining the
‘antithesis’. somewhat hesitatingly, he points to a ‘Protestant’ dominance in
the revival but is more convinced that the revival ‘was also the tradition of
people who had spent a considerable part of their youth in the country,
whereas its opponents were mainly people who by circumstances or
inclination were townsmen. … The opposition … were people who had been
driven from their little holdings by landlordism and finally managed to settle
in the towns and cities’ (Backward Look, p. 194). in a somewhat forced
schematization and unlikely mixing of literary icons, he discards chronology
and compares the positions of yeats and Joyce in twentieth-century dublin
and those of shakespeare and Jonson in seventeenth-century London. he
favours shakespeare and yeats, casting them as ‘highly unscholarly men of
feeling, full of happy reminiscences of a country childhood’ while ‘Jonson and
Joyce were men of enormous reading and curious scholarship, who were
happiest in Bartholomew Fair and nighttown. … shakespeare and yeats
appealed most to the country-bred, Jonson and Joyce to the scholars and
townees; for that reason alone Joyce’s work swept americans off their feet’
(Backward Look, pp. 194–5). o’connor recalls (again, and again with regret)
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that Ulysses was originally to have been a short story but ‘somewhere along
the way of composition Joyce revolted against the idea of a large book in the
manner of Dubliners’. instead, Joyce elaborated Ulysses with all its rhetorical
inventions as a way to ‘conceal his schizophrenia’. Joyce’s internal conflicts
would, from now on, be played out in the narrative by his leading characters,
stephen and Bloom (Backward Look, p. 203). in A Mirror in the Roadway, he
develops the idea of Ulysses and indeed all of Joyce’s writing as displaced
biography. he points to the centrality of Exiles for a ‘full understanding’ of
Ulysses: ‘This play is the real basis of Ulysses, with the part of richard rowan
divided between stephen dedalus, who is haunted by his dead mother, and
Bloom, who is haunted by the idea of his wife’s infidelity. all the same, when
once one grasps the analogical relationships, one realizes that they are the
same person and may either be regarded as a man young and old or as the
aspects of the same man. The subject of the book is the attempt at reconciling
them’ (Mirror in the Roadway, pp. 209–10).

By this stage in his career, Joyce had become a lost cause: ‘the technical
development has reached what i think we may call a manic stage’ (Backward

Look, p. 209). Part of this mania is Joyce’s intensification of his technique of
mimicking the styles of other writers, something o’connor finds
‘maddeningly wearisome’ (Appreciation of Literature, p. 52), especially in ‘oxen
of the sun’ where ‘the birth of a child is represented by a series of parodies of
english prose from its earliest example to the present day’. This, for o’connor,
is an elaboration of the pedantic ‘trick’ that Joyce had used in A Portrait.
o’connor’s impatience is clear from his choice of the term ‘trick’, which
suggests a ruse, a deception, and is typical of what he called ‘Joyce’s calculated
obfuscation’.39 he again lamented this episode in The Backward Look: 

with ‘The oxen of the sun’ my patience gives way altogether. Joyce
describes its style as ‘embryonic development’, and this is symbolized
by an anthology of parodies of english prose from anglo-saxon to
modern american. To begin with, parody is an extremely limited form,
which appeals almost entirely to the intelligence. … But Joyce is a
mimic, not a parodist, and scarcely ever does he give me the feeling that
he is commenting upon the author he is guying (Backward Look, p. 206).

o’connor’s concluding remarks read almost as if he is throwing his hands up
in despair and underlining the exclusive capacity of the irish (and the Jews)
to understand Joyce’s work: 
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nothing that i or anyone else can say will change the fact that Ulysses

is one of the great monuments of irish literature. what i would suggest
to you is that it is at its greatest not in its construction, which is
haphazard, nor in its rhetorical experiments, which are frequently
otiose, but in its description of the poetry of everyday life in dublin in
the first decade of this century; and as that dublin fades into history,
this aspect will seem more and more important. That is to say, the first
ten – at most, the first twelve – episodes are what will endure. …. This
unique quality of Joyce’s work, is, i think, what makes it impossible for
anyone except a native irishman – or, as Joyce himself seemed to think,
a Jew – to understand what underlies it. it is, as i have said, the
antithesis to yeats’ thesis of the return to the country, but it is an
antithesis which is conceivable only in ireland where the population
has been forcibly driven off the land into the towns and cities with no
prospect of return and with no desire to return (Backward Look, p. 209). 

o’connor concludes his comments on Joyce in The Backward Look by retelling
(yet again) the cork anecdote and claims that when he told it to yeats, ‘he
muttered. “That is insanity”’, as though yeats were a bulwark against insanity
itself. o’connor also took this opportunity to restate Joyce’s megalomania,
writing: 

nowadays Joyce reminds me of the character in one of v.s. Pritchett’s
stories who keeps on saying: ‘of course, i’m only putting god’s point
of view.’ Joyce is equally modest. in A Portrait he only puts god’s point
of view about himself; in Ulysses god’s point of view about life; in
Finnegans Wake god’s point of view about the universe (Backward Look,
p. 211).

in thus deprecating Joyce’s reach and ambition, in pointing so often to his
‘persecution mania’, his ‘associative mania’, his ‘mania for mystification’,
o’connor manages to do little more than turn Joyce into a solipsistic parody
of himself and to exhibit the limits of his own critical reach in failing to fully
understand the challenge of Joyce’s art.
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highly significant scholarly publications on the philosophy and sociology of
law, particularly the law governing states. then there were his soon-to-be
published letters of witness from the two nazi concentration/transit camps in
France whence he was deported to his death in auschwitz-birkenau. and
finally there was his work - with and around James Joyce - as a literary
translator, mediator, and passeur.

JohN MCCouRT

‘the backWaRD look’: FRank o’connoR ReaDing Joyce

RegRessiVely

the essay explores the complex reactions of leading irish short story writer to
James Joyce and finds that although he was influenced by  Dubliners  and
delighted in parts of Ulysses, he remained deeply ambivalent about Joyce's
achievement and his place in irish literature. 

sANGAM MACDuff

the continuity oF Joyce’s logical Fictions

this paper argues that there is a precise, mathematical notion of ‘continuity’
at work in ‘ithaca’, which Joyce drew from bertrand Russell’s introduction to

Mathematical Philosophy (1919), and that this concept helps clarify the kind of
continuity we find in Joyce’s ‘logical fictions’. Joyce copied both ‘continuity’
and ‘logical fictions’ from Russell’s introduction, along with dozens of other
phrases from the book, many of which he worked into ‘ithaca’. Joyce’s use of
Russell has been remarked on before, but this paper examines Joyce’s notes
from a logical point of view, observing that Russell’s book is as much an
introduction to logic as mathematics. Joyce’s results in logic and mathematics
at belvedere and university college Dublin show that he had greater facility
in these subjects than is usually assumed, which helps explain his interest in
the logico-mathematical concepts Russell expounds. the way Joyce inserted
terms like ‘continuity’ into ‘ithaca’ (U 17.1065) suggests that he was using
them in Russell’s sense, but at the same time, the literary appropriation of
these terms indicates that Joyce was at least as interested in fictionalizing logic
as in the logic of his fiction.
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